1. Today, I would like to talk about an alternative way of thinking how we
relate to AI.
The Thinking Sidecar:
Five Thoughts on Machine Learning, Medicine, and Future Physicians
Ruben R. Puentedura, Ph.D.

2. Right now, the dominant worldview seems to be one where - utopically or
dystopically - we assume AI is in charge.
1. A Clockwork World

3. This view was solidified by the triumph of AlphaGo, where publications
(who should have known better) promoted a near-magical view of the
results.

4. Now, in recent years, we’ve seen superb outcomes in open source
projects - but mostly framed as replacing medical professional functions,
outside the purview of physician agency.
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5. However, things aren’t going so well in the black box world, with
exaggerated claims about outcomes, and opacity to causes of failures.
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6. And problems of biases noted at the beginning of this generation of AI
are still with us, but now showing up in black box products on the market,
rather than in the lab.

2. Where Black Swans Sleep

Black Swan Events
•

Cannot be predicted ahead of time

•

Have a major effect

•

Can be rationalized retrospectively

Taleb, Nassim Nicholas, The Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly Improbable (2007)

7. This already presents a worrisome panorama - but an additional problem
appears: the setup of AI as it exists right now is ideal for creating Black
Swan events.

8. What is a Black Swan event? Well, they cannot be predicted ahead of
time, have huge - frequently negative - impact, and in retrospect, you say
“oh yeah, that’s why that happened”.

9. A classic example are the major financial crashes of the 20th and 21st
centuries. Nobody predicted them - at most, they could see trouble forming
- but the exact features, magnitude, and timing remained opaque.

10. All the factors mentioned contribute to likely Black Swan events in the
oﬃng for AI, but two additional components make things worse. First, AI
generally does not replace jobs wholesale - just parts of them, and modifies
the rest in complex ways. This type of change creates complex, opaque
structures that are particularly Black Swan-prone - again, think of parallels
from the financial markets.

Advanced G20 Countries: Jobs at High Risk of Automation
Figure 4. 9% of jobs are at high risk of automation in advanced G20 countries
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b.

Data for Belgium correspond to Flanders and data for the United Kingdom to England and Northern Ireland.

c.

Data correspond to 2012 for countries participating in the first round of the Survey of Adult Skills: Australia, Canada, France,
Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, United States and United Kingdom. Data correspond to 2015 for countries participating in the
second round of the Survey of Adult Skills: Turkey.

Source: OECD calculations based on the Survey of Adult Skills (PIAAC) (2012, 2015); and Arntz, Gregory and Zierahn (2016), “The
risk of automation for jobs in OECD countries: A comparative analysis”, OECD Social, Employment and Migration Working Papers,
No. 189, OECD Publishing, Paris

Even these estimates, however, should not necessarily be equated with actual or expected employment
losses from technological change, for at least three reasons. First, the adoption of new technologies is often
a slow process due to a host of economic, legal and societal hurdles, so that actual automation will take
place at a far slower pace than what might be expected. Second, even in the case where new technologies
are introduced, workers can adjust to the challenge of automation by switching tasks, thus preventing
technological unemployment. Third, technological change does not just destroy jobs, but also generates
new ones through its effect on productivity and the demand for new technologies. For example, it has been
estimated that, for each high-tech job created in industries such as Computing Equipment or Electrical
Machinery, some 4.9 additional jobs are created for lawyers, taxi drivers, and waiters in the local economy
(Moretti, 2011).3 Sometimes, technological innovation can even have very unpredictable effects on labour
markets like, for example, the effect that the contraceptive pill had on female labour force participation and
employment.

11. Additionally, the attitudes towards lack of agency and opacity are
creating what Jonathan Zittrain calls “intellectual debt”, which much like
monetary debt can come back to bite you and trigger crashes if not
carefully monitored and controlled.

Overall, it is not clear that the digital revolution has, to date, had a dramatic impact on either the
destruction or creation of jobs. In the United States, for example, the emergence of new technology-related
industries throughout the 2000s - including online auctions, video and audio streaming, and web design has had only negligible effects on aggregate employment patterns, employing less than 0.5% of the
workforce (Berger and Frey, 2016). Instead, most job growth in advanced economies has recently come
from either technology-using (e.g. professional services) or other sectors that are not particularly intensive
3

Similarly, Goos et al. (2013) estimated that in the European Union over the period 2000-2011, the creation
of one high-tech job resulted in more than four additional non-high tech jobs in the same region.
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3. Faber

12. So what do we do? Just give up, or ban AI? This would be a terrible
idea - the potential for what can be accomplished is too powerful to ignore.
Instead, I propose something diﬀerent. All of us - medical professionals,
educators, and most particularly students, need to become makers in the
arena of AI.

13. This app I’m showing you here is one that I made by modifying existing
image recognition software, and it does a decent job of recognizing
tuberculosis in x-rays. The thing is, I can teach - have taught - any student
how to make an app like this without prior experience in less than a day.

14. And similar skills can be readily developed in like time for the six areas
of AI I’ve identified here as being crucial to medicine.

AI in Medical Education -Basic Exercises
•

Bots

•

Recommendation Systems

•

Regression and Clustering

•

Image Classification

•

Object Detection

•

Sequence Classification

15. And this creative approach can be merged throughout the curriculum,
from bots in the context of the medical interview, to apps like the one I
showed you, to exploring scores of varying big data tactics in the context of
patient and hospital data, to the creation of new AI engines when existing
tools cannot be adapted.

Stephen, Okeke, et al. "An Efficient Deep Learning Approach to Pneumonia Classification in Healthcare." Journal of healthcare engineering (2019).

16. This goes a long way towards solving our problem, by restoring agency
and supplying knowledge. But to deal with Black Swans fully, we need one
more thing: play.

4. Ludens

17. Defanging Black Swans requires speculative exploration that is
informed both by the humanities, as well as by a playful sense of “what if”
creation. So, we want our students to expand their own AI creation beyond
the medical, into realms that will inform this exploration.

18. With all of this, we have moved away from that AI-run world, to one
where it is a valued partner - but as a thinking sidecar, with all of us
squarely at the wheel.

5. The Thinking Sidecar

E D I TOR I A L

Chess, a Drosophila of reasoning

T

he recent world chess championship saw Magnus Carlsen defend his title against Fabiano
Caruana. But it was not a contest between the
two strongest chess players on the planet, only
the strongest humans. Soon after I lost my rematch against IBM’s Deep Blue in 1997, the short
window of human-machine chess competition
slammed shut forever. Unlike humans, machines keep
getting faster, and today a smartphone chess app can
be stronger than Deep Blue. But as we see with the
AlphaZero system (see pages 1118 and 1140), machine
dominance has not ended
the historical role of chess as
a laboratory of cognition.
Much as the Drosophila
melanogaster fruit fly became a model organism for
geneticists, chess became a
Drosophila of reasoning. In
the late 19th century, Alfred
Binet hoped that understanding why certain people excelled at chess would unlock
secrets of human thought.
Sixty years later, Alan Turing
wondered if a chess-playing
machine might illuminate, in
the words of Norbert Wiener,
“whether this sort of ability
represents an essential difference between the potentialities of the machine and
the mind.”
Much as airplanes don’t
flap their wings like birds,
machines don’t generate chess
moves like humans do. Early programs that attempted it
were weak. Success came with the “minimax” algorithm
and Moore’s law, not with the ineffable human combination of pattern recognition and visualization. This prosaic
formula dismayed the artificial intelligence (AI) crowd,
who realized that profound computational insights were
not required to produce a machine capable of defeating
the world champion.
But now the chess fruit fly is back under the microscope. Based on a generic game-playing algorithm,
AlphaZero incorporates deep learning and other AI techniques like Monte Carlo tree search to play against itself
to generate its own chess knowledge. Unlike top traditional programs like Stockfish and Fritz, which employ
many preset evaluation functions as well as massive li-

braries of opening and endgame moves, AlphaZero starts
out knowing only the rules of chess, with no embedded
human strategies. In just a few hours, it plays more
games against itself than have been recorded in human
chess history. It teaches itself the best way to play, reevaluating such fundamental concepts as the relative values
of the pieces. It quickly becomes strong enough to defeat
the best chess-playing entities in the world, winning 28,
drawing 72, and losing none in a victory over Stockfish.
I admit that I was pleased to see that AlphaZero had
a dynamic, open style like my own. The conventional
wisdom was that machines
would approach perfection
with endless dry maneuvering, usually leading to drawn
games. But in my observation, AlphaZero prioritizes
piece activity over material,
preferring positions that to
my eye looked risky and aggressive. Programs usually reflect priorities and prejudices
of programmers, but because
AlphaZero programs itself,
I would say that its style reflects the truth. This superior
understanding allowed it to
outclass the world’s top traditional program despite calculating far fewer positions per
second. It’s the embodiment
of the cliché, “work smarter,
not harder.”
AlphaZero shows us that
machines can be the experts,
not merely expert tools. Explainability is still an issue—it’s not going to put chess
coaches out of business just yet. But the knowledge it
generates is information we can all learn from. AlphaZero is surpassing us in a profound and useful way,
a model that may be duplicated on any other task or
field where virtual knowledge can be generated.
Machine learning systems aren’t perfect, even at a
closed system like chess. There will be cases where an
AI will fail to detect exceptions to their rules. Therefore, we must work together, to combine our strengths.
I know better than most people what it’s like to compete against a machine. Instead of raging against
them, it’s better if we’re all on the same side.
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“…machine dominance has not
ended the historical role of chess
as a laboratory of cognition.”

19. I began by mentioning Go - let me close with chess. When the same
engine that triumphed in Go took over chess, Garry Kasparov suggested
that it was not opaque or magical, but rather a wonderful way to learn new
things about chess - and that he rather liked that its style resembled his
own.

–Garry Kasparov
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20. So, let’s undertake the next step of this journey in that spirit: one of
joyful creation and exploration, in which the partnership with the tools of AI
will not lead to intellectual debt, but rather to intellectual wealth.
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